
10/28/72 Not knowing whether it will be repeated by radio I'll be sending you a tape that 
may at first appearxX to be confused. It is what seems about to be a CBS WG series, on ac. 

21 197, Sony cassettte on which Art Kevin had dubbed an interview with Lattimer, I've dubbed API - 
onto a cheaper cassette without the alarm. I began by trying to get for you the voice of the 
VN delegate in Paris 10/27, again not knowingif you'd get, because of the NBC intr9 which - 
was good: K can come to Paris on Tuesday, before Tuesday or after it, but if he wants to 
talk he signs first, and not later than Tuesday. This intro was followed by one presenting 
Carl Stern's piece on 1:TI Congressional spying as a scoop (isn t), so I taped both. WhenCBS 
had a bit on this, I got it, but it is nothing. Then the rather long for TV spying, sabotage 
thing, which conludes by saying it is their first part. So, Via letting that cassette stay 
in the Craig, with another nearby, in case they have the next sequence tonight. Or for klonday 
or whenever. I'll get the rest on this. It will take longer to listen any dub than it will 
later to just listen, if needed. I can,„t think of teanseribing and I don t think there is 
enough in it for this work. I've also asked George Herman for transcripts if they make them. 
I'll have carbon with cassette. I've ordered a today's post for you because there is much 
significant in WG .developments,all along line I indicated at begineing re elullen Agency. Hay 
write EEK today, haven t decided. That agency now looms even larger.This news involves then 
in fund-raising, specifically milk lobby's, with hunt and Caddy- on two committee fronts and 
Bennett giving orders. The FBI-Congress story may be exploited to help Gray in Uongressif 
he is nominated, for he'll be given credit for "ending" this spying rather than lying and 
continuing it. Only stupidity of agent in calling newspaper led to exposure. What does it 
say of Gray/FBI if he says he shook the joint down after coming in and was told no such 
files exist or existed? I'll be continuing to send you full Post SEAsia coverage because 
I can't judge if you'll want. In almost 1040; coverage will be Post's own, Some of McG will 
be on this. Example today: buried complaint no VN briefing, only two to date. Radio reports 
early a.m. more specific: refused after many phone calls and McG had no idea of what impended, 
had been agreed to. (Also a way of waging political warfare, seriously influening his ads and 
appearances and speech-preparation, another Dirtydickery). Lil is clipping these from our 
paper and I may mail when I go for yours. Best, ffv 


